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(left panel) and computing values (right panel).
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VALIDATION SCHEME FOR COMPOSING

the alignment based on the distortion category and on the
average noise level is determined.

MAGNETIC RESONANCE IMAGES (MRI)

In accordance With another aspect of the present invention,
a system for validating the alignment of datasets obtained
during a medical imaging procedure is also provided. The
system includes means for determining the average Euclid

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED
APPLICATIONS

ean distance betWeen one or more points in a ?rst volume and
one or more points in a second volume and means for deter

This application claims the bene?t of US. Provisional

Application No. 60/604,105, ?led Aug. 24, 2004, Which is
incorporated herein by reference.
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

mining a distortion category based on the average Euclidean
distance. It also includes means for determining the noise
level of an area of the ?rst volume and the second volume and

It is noW common to generate multiple volumes of image
data during a magnetic resonance imaging procedure on a

for determining the average noise level. The system deter
mines the Q value based on the distortion category and the
noise level.

patient. Other medical imaging procedures on a patient also

DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

generate multiple volumes.
When analyzing the volumes to generate an image of the

patient, it becomes necessary to align adjacent volumes. This
is a dif?cult task to perform. It generally requires analyZing a
pair of volumes and determining the optimal Way to align the

20

volumes based on the analysis.
It is possible to visually tell Whether volumes are Well

aligned by examining the resulting photo. For example, if a
visual inspection of the image shoWs that structures, such as
bones or blood vessels align, then the alignment Would be
deemed good. On the other hand, if the visual examination
shoWs that the structures do not align, then the alignment
Would be deemed bad.
The visual inspection, hoWever, has its limitations. For
example, it is time consuming. It also requires one or more
persons to examine a plurality of different alignments to
judge Which are acceptable. The visual inspection is also

25

values based on noise levels and distortion amounts in accor
30

35

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED
EMBODIMENT

40

scheme of the MR composer application, Which is used to
align pairs of volumes obtained from a magnetic resonance
imaging machine. Thus present invention provides a measure
of a quality of the alignment of a pair of volumes by Way of a

Thus, neW and improved method and systems to judge the
quality of the alignment of volume pairs is needed.
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

dance With one aspect of the present invention.
FIGS. 6 and 7. illustrate results obtained in accordance
With the present invention.
FIG. 8 illustrates a system in accordance With one aspect of

the present invention.

subject to the inspector’s objectivity. Furthermore, it is di?i
cult for a inspector to determine an optimal alignment in a
three dimensional setting, such as MR volumes.

FIG. 1 illustrates a How diagram of the method in accor
dance With one aspect of the present invention.
FIG. 2 illustrates a WindoW screen shoWing selected land
marks and the calculation of noise levels and distortion levels
in accordance With one aspect of the present invention.
FIG. 3 illustrates range values for noise level bins in accor
dance With one aspect of the present invention.
FIG. 4 illustrates range values for distortion amount bins in
accordance With one aspect of the present invention.
FIG. 5 illustrates a table that can be used to determine Q

This patent application describes a performance evaluation

In accordance With one aspect of the present invention, a

method for validating the alignment of a plurality of volumes
of image data obtained during a medical imaging procedure is
in a ?rst volume and one or more points in a second volume

Q value. The method and system of the present invention,
hoWever, is useful in a Wide range of medical imaging appli
cations.
A set of volumes obtained during acquisition is aligned to

and then determining the average Euclidean distance betWeen

produce a single compact image. It is preferred to quantify

the one or more points in the ?rst volume and the one or more

hoW good the alignment is in the best possible manner. It is

provided. The method includes selecting one or more points

45

points in the second volume. Then a distortion category is
determined based on the average Euclidean distance, and a

preferred to quantify the resulting alignment despite the fact
50

quality value (a Q value) indicative of the quality of the
alignment of the ?rst volume and the second volume is
assigned based on the distortion category.
In accordance With a further aspect of the present inven
tion, the distortion category is based on the average Euclidean

55

distance as folloWs: if the average Euclidean distance is

betWeen 12 and 16, the distortion category is Severe; if the
average Euclidean distance is betWeen 8 and 12, the distortion
category is Medium; if the average Euclidean distance is
betWeen 4 and 8, the distortion category is Moderate; if the
average Euclidean distance is betWeen 0 and 4, the distortion
category is Minimal.
In accordance With another aspect of the present invention,
a noise level from a background region in the ?rst volume is
determined and a noise level from a background region in the
second volume is determined. The average of the tWo noise
levels is determined, and a Q value indicative of the quality of

that the true gold standard for the data sets is not available.
The method of the present invention can be used in volume
alignment processes or other processes designed to solve

similar problems to ?nd out Whether the proposed changes
improve the performance or not.
In accordance With one aspect of the present invention, a

quality value (Q-value) is determined by the process of the
present invention to characteriZe the quality of alignment
parameters. It is very dif?cult to design a process that Would
automatically compute such a value that Would be equal to the
60

one assigned by a human observer Who is judging the noise,

distortion and alignment precision.
The main purpose of the present method is to ansWer tWo

65

questions. The ?rst question is hoW good is the alignment
produced by the MR composer? The second question is does
the Q-value re?ect the quality of composing?
FIG. 1 illustrates the steps of a preferred embodiment of the
present invention. In step 10, one or more points in a ?rst

US 7,711,161 B2
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image are selected and one or more points in a second image
are selected. These points can be selected manually or auto

betWeen corresponding pairs of the previously described
landmark points, as illustrated in FIG. 2. In a preferred

embodiment of the present invention, ?ve pairs of landmarks

matically by a processor. The points are preferably selected at
a readily identi?able landmark on the images. In step 12, a
noise level of the background in each image is determined and
an average of the noise level is obtained. In step 14, the
distortion betWeen the tWo images is determined by determin
ing the average Euclidean distance betWeen the landmark
points. In step 16, a Q value is determined based on the
average noise level and on the distortion level. The Q level

are used, tWo selected on one side of the image and three on

the other. This alloWs the method to capture the amount of
distortion across the Whole image. In exceptional situations
less landmark points can be used.

The image distortion of each volume pair is grouped into
four categories: MINIMAL, MODERATE, MEDIUM, and
SEVERE. Let (hi,vl-,d7-) be the alignment parameters obtained
from landmark point P1, Where léién, n is the number of
landmark pairs selected from the volume pair, n:5 in a pre
ferred embodiment of the present invention. Then the assign

indicates the quality of the alignment.
Referring to FIG. 2, the selection of landmarks is illus
trated. The middle pane of FIG. 2 shoWs a landmark 1 at

position 20 in the top image and at position 21 in the loWer
image. It also shoWs a landmark 2 at position 22 in the top
image and at position 23 in the loWer image, a landmark 3 at
position 24 in the top image and at position 25 in the loWer
image, a landmark 4 at position 26 in the top image and at
position 27 in the loWer image and a landmark 5 at position 28
in the top image and at position 29 in the loWer image.

ment of categories is determined as folloWs:

maXmdimr, Vdistor) < 4

Minimal

4 s max(hd‘-S,o,, vdimr) < 8

Moderate

8 s max(hd‘-S,o,, vdimr) < 12

Medium

12 < manila-nor, Vdistor)

Severe

20

The landmarks can be selected manually or automatically
Where

via a software program in a processor. The landmarks are

chosen as prominent feature points, such as vessel bifurcation

points, points With maximum curvature, etc. The landmarks
should be picked as precisely as possible and the Microsoft

WindoWs

1 s

hdistor = 52 (hi — hmean)
":1

25

Magni?er

1 s

(StartQProgramsQAccessories—>Accessibility—>Magni?er)
With 8 times magni?cation can be used to position the land
mark With a pixel accuracy.
The noise level is computed from a selected background

Vdistor = 5; (Vi — Vmean)
and
30
l s

region. The selected, background region may be user selected

5;

hmean = —

(drag and drop to outline a WindoW) of N points, by estimating
scale of an underlying Rice distribution. In this region, the
deterministic signal is assumed to be Zero and the noise level
is determined as:

1 s

35

45

50

The category bins are illustrated in FIG. 4. The threshold
values for the bins Were derived from the experimental data.
In the next step, the noise level and the distortion level are
used to determine the Q value. To do so, the noise level

Where K denotes tWice the number of orthogonal Cartesian
directions in Which How is encoded (equal to 2 for 2D

enough to classify the distortion into the four categories Well.

across the Whole volume. In regions, Where the signal is Zero,

the magnitude data is governed by a generaliZed Rayleigh
distribution. For large signal magnitudes (SNR—>OO) the Rice

category determined in the previous step and the distortion

distribution approaches a shifted Gaussian distribution cen

tered at Fsigma
The noise level for tWo aligned volumes is determined in
this fashion. Then, the average of noise levels of tWo volumes

level category determined in the previous step are used to
reference a table illustrated in FIG. 5. Based on the input noise
level and distortion level, a Q value is determined.
55

in each volume pair is used as the noise level of this volume

categories: LOW, MODERATE, MEDIUM, and HIGH,

and a HIGH noise level falls Within the range of 1.95 to 2.6.
Distortion can be calculated before or after the noise cal
culation. Distortion is computed as the average distance

In general, Q values approaching 100 mean the composed
result is very good. In these cases, it is almost not possible to
tell Where the seam is. On the other hand, values beloW 50
indicate a serious misalignment and are not acceptable. Fur

pair. The noise level of each volume pair is grouped into four
depending on the quantity of noise, as shoWn in FIG. 3. The
threshold values for the bins illustrated in FIG. 3 have been
determined experimentally for one system, such that a LOW
noise level falls Within the range of 0.0 to 0.65, a MODER
ATE noise level falls Within the range of 0.65 to 1.30, a
MEDIUM noise level falls Within the range of 1.30 to 1.95

Vmean = 52 V;

This function selected the maximum value of the param
eters. Thus, When both hdl-Stor and vdl-Stor are less than 4, the
MINIMAL distortion category is selected. Similarly, When
the maximum value of these tWo parameters is betWeen 4 and
8, the MODERATE distortion level is selected.
Note that only horiZontal and vertical directions are used in
accordance With this aspect of the invention. This is preferred
due to the loW resolution in the depth direction. This value is

40

slicesia single gradient selects slice and the values of kx, ky,
in the k-space are ?lled; it is multiplied by the number of coils,
Ml- are signal magnitudes that folloW generaliZed Rice distri
bution. Typically, around N:50,000 points are collected

hi

ther, manual alignment of tWo corresponding volumes should
60

never have a value smaller than 48, because manual alignment

provides the ideal result Which should be accepted. Also, a
value of 96 or above indicates perfect alignment of clean
images (noise level:“MINIMAL”) With no distortion

(distortion:“MINIMAL”)
65

It is also noted that noise does not affect the alignment
quality as much as distortion. Image distortion and noise are
the main reasons for a decrease of the Q-value. When the

US 7,711,161 B2
5
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optimal alignment is provided by observers, Q-value (used as

To determine hoW Well the Q level indicates the quality of
alignment, it is desirable to obtain the gold standard for the
alignment and Q-value. This is done manually With tWo
observers and a panel (the tWo observers and a moderator)

a ground truth) can be de?ned based on noise level and image
distortion unambiguously as shoWn in FIG. 5.

The performance of the method has been analyzed. Let
(hl ,vl,d1) and (h2,v2,d2) be the loWer and upper bound ofthe
range of good alignments obtained from observers, and (hc,
vc,dc) be the alignment calculated by the composer, then the

participating in the evaluation. Horizontal, vertical, and depth
alignment and Q-value from the softWare alignment com
poser are recorded for evaluation. Using guidelines described
beloW, noise level and distortion (including MR reconstruc
tion distortion and patient movement) are determined by
observers and used for calculating the Q-value that Will serve
as the ground truth for the Q-value validation.

misalignment error Eah-gn can be computed as

Eat-g. = whminrml - m. m - M) +

Equation 1

The determination of the quality of alignment by the
observers folloWs certain general rules. First, each observer is
shoWn the volumes/pairs in a random order. Second, all avail

Where

able volumes from a series are composed at once. This Way all
(uh : 1

my : 1

volumes get equalized to the maximum resolution out of all in
spine composing

the given series.

wd = Zresolution / XYresolution
20

(uh : 1

my : 5/ 8

peripheral angio composing

images are displayed Without overlapping (so that observers

wd = Zresolution / XYresolution

Would not be biased by a displayed alignment). XY MIP

(uh : 1

my : 1

Manual alignments are determined from MIP images at
?rst, but the original volumes are checked each time. MIP

Whole body angio composing

wd = Zresolution / XYresolution

25

30

Precise alignments are determined With the help of landmark
points. Landmarks are chosen as prominent feature points,
such as vessel bifurcation points, points With maximum cur
vature, etc. Landmarks are picked as precisely as possible and
the
Microsoft
WindoWs
Magni?er

35

With 8 times magni?cation is used to position the landmark
With a pixel accuracy. The clarity of the MIP images is
improved by adjusting the slice ranges across Which MIP is
computed. The observers constantly refer back to the original

Note that the usage of the range of good alignments, not a

single value, compensates the in?uence of image distortion in
the alignment error calculation.

images are used to determine the initial horizontal and verti
cal shift,YZ MIP images are used to determine the depth shift.

(StartQProgramsQAccessories—>AccessibilityQMagni?er)

The estimated Q-value Q for the automatically calculated
alignment can be computed as

Where Qg is the Q-value for good alignments of this volume

images, in order to verify the decisions made based on the

pair based on noise and distortion (from Table 1). Let QC be
the Q-value calculated by the composer, then the Q-value

moving cutline in the overlap region.

MIP images. The observers validate alignment in MIPS by
In general, if the horizontal or depth alignment values

error is
40

EQIQC-Q
This proposed evaluation scheme Was used to study results
of 12 MRA (MR angiography) patient series, a total of 31
aligned volume pairs. Average alignment errors are summa
rized in FIG. 6. FIG. 6 shoWs the absolute distances betWeen
automatic and manual alignments in all directions Were cal
culated using the evaluation scheme With ranges described in
the previous section. Euclidean distance Was computed from
these directions. Total alignment error E align Was calculated

by Equation 1.

results. Also, if the vertical alignment values differ by tWo or
more, tWo observers need to re-evaluate results. If an agree
ment cannot be made, the case needs to be discussed in a
45

must be agreed on precisely. If the categories differ, tWo
observers need to re-evaluate results. If an agreement cannot

50

quality of alignment With respect to the noise, amount of
55

useful for comparing performance of different algorithms or
tWo different versions of the same algorithm. In FIG. 7, Q
value re?ects the alignment error With respect to the amount
of distortion and noise level. It is divided by 10 in this plot.
FIG. 8 illustrates a medical imaging system 80. The system

panel. The image quality (noise and distortion) indicators
be made the case is discussed in the panel. The Q-value Will
have the same value for both observers determined by the

The Q-value With respect to noise and distortion measure
ments is plotted in FIG. 7. It has the desired i.e. it re?ects the
distortion and error. The evaluation scheme is particularly

differ by one or more, tWo observers need to re-evaluate the

image quality categories.
While the method has been described using distortion and
noise level to determine the Q-value, it is possible to deter
mine Q value using just the distortion level or just the noise
level as Well. Further, the method has been described using an
average of the noise levels, but the method can be folloWed
using a single noise level, Without having to determine an
average.

60

80 includes an imaging device 82, a processor 84 and a

display 86. The imaging device 80 is a magnetic resonance

Although the invention herein has been described With
reference to particular embodiments, it is to be understood
that these embodiments are merely illustrative of the prin
ciples and applications of the present invention. It Will be
apparent to those skilled in the art that various modi?cations

imaging machine, by Way of example only. The processor 84

and variations can be made to the method of the present

is a personal computer, Workstation or the like, that can be
connected to the imaging device 80 or a stand-alone machine.
The processor 84 can also be a multi-processor system. The

invention Without departing from the spirit and scope of the
invention. Thus, it is intended that the present invention

processor 84 performs the steps described herein.

65

include modi?cations and variations that are Within the scope

of the appended claims and their equivalents.

US 7,711,161 B2
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assigning a Q value indicative of the quality of the align

The invention claimed is:
1. A method for validating an alignment of a ?rst and
second volume of data obtained during a medical imaging

ment based on the distorted alignment category and on
the average noise level.
8. The method as claimed in claim 7, further comprising

procedure, comprising the steps of:
selecting one or more points in the ?rst volume and one or

determining a Q value for a plurality of pairs of volumes.
9.A system for validating an alignment of a ?rst and second
volume of data obtained during a medical imaging procedure,

more points in the second volume;
determining an average Euclidean distance betWeen the
one or more points in the ?rst volume and the one or

comprising:

more points in the second volume;
determining a distorted alignment category that provides a
quantitative measure of alignment based on the average
Euclidean distance; and
assigning a Q value indicative of a quality of the alignment
based on the distorted alignment category, the steps
being carried out by a processor for medical imaging,
Wherein the distorted alignment category is based on the

an imaging device;
a processor for selecting one or more points in the ?rst
volume and one or more points in the second volume;

a processor for determining an average Euclidean distance
betWeen the one or more points in the ?rst volume and
the one or more points in the second volume;

average Euclidean distance as folloWs: if the average

Euclidean distance is betWeen 12 and 16, the distorted

alignment category is Severe; if the average Euclidean
distance is betWeen 8 and 12, the distorted alignment
category is Medium; if the average Euclidean distance is
betWeen 4 and 8, the distorted alignment category is

20

moderate; if the average Euclidean distance is betWeen 0

average Euclidean distance as folloWs: if the average

and 4, the distorted alignment category is Minimal.
2. The method as claimed in claim 1, Wherein there is a

25

plurality of points selected in the ?rst volume.
3. The method as claimed in claim 2, Wherein there is a

plurality of points selected in the second volume.
4. The method as claimed in claim 1, Wherein a single point
is selected in the ?rst volume and a single point is selected in
the second volume, and the average Euclidean distance is the

30

Euclidean distance is betWeen 12 and 16, the distorted

alignment category is Severe; if the average Euclidean
distance is betWeen 8 and 12, the distorted alignment
category is Medium; if the average Euclidean distance is
betWeen 4 and 8, the distorted alignment category is
Moderate; if the average Euclidean distance is betWeen
0 and 4, the distorted alignment category is Minimal.
10. The system as claimed in claim 9, Wherein there is a

Euclidean distance betWeen the single point in the ?rst vol
ume and the single point in the second volume.
5. The method as claimed in claim 1, further comprising
determining a noise level from a background region in the ?rst
volume and assigning a Q value indicative of the quality of the
alignment based on the distorted alignment category and on
the noise level.
6. The method as claimed in claim 5, Wherein the Q value
is determined in accordance With the folloWing table:

a processor for determining a distorted alignment category
that provides a quantitative measure of alignment based
on the average Euclidean distance; and
a processor for assigning a Q value indicative of a quality of
the alignment based on the distorted alignment category,
Wherein the distorted alignment category is based on the

plurality of points selected in the ?rst volume.
11. The system as claimed in claim 10, Wherein there is a
35

plurality of points selected in the second volume.
12. The system as claimed in claim 9, Wherein a single

40

point is selected in the ?rst volume and a single point is
selected in the second volume, and the average Euclidean
distance is the Euclidean distance betWeen the single point in
the ?rst volume and the single point in the second volume.
13. The system as claimed in claim 9, further comprising
means for determining a noise level from a background

Distortion

Noise

Severe
Severe
Severe
Severe
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Minimal
Minimal
Minimal
Minimal

Severe
Medium
Moderate
Minimal
Severe
Medium
Moderate
Minimal
Severe
Medium
Moderate
Minimal
Severe
Medium
Moderate
Minimal

Q
48
52
56
60
60
64
68
72
72
76
80
84
84
88
92
96.

7. The method as claimed in claim 1, further comprising:
determining a noise level from a background region in the

45

ment category and on the noise level.

14. The system as claimed in claim 13, Wherein the Q value
is determined in accordance With the folloWing table:
50

55

60

?rst volume;
determining a noise level from a background region in the

second volume;
determining an average of the noise level from the back

ground region in the ?rst volume and the noise level
from the background region in the second volume; and

region in the ?rst volume and assigning a Q value indicative
of the quality of the alignment based on the distorted align

65

Distortion

Noise

Severe
Severe
Severe
Severe
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Minimal
Minimal
Minimal
Minimal

Severe
Medium
Moderate
Minimal
Severe
Medium
Moderate
Minimal
Severe
Medium
Moderate
Minimal
Severe
Medium
Moderate
Minimal

Q
48
52
56
60
60
64
68
72
72
76
80
84
84
88
92
96.
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15. The system as claimed in claim 9, further comprising:
means for determining a noise level from a background

_eominued

region in the ?rst volume;
means for determining a noise level from a background
region in the second volume;
5
means for determining an average of the noise level from

Dtstettteh
Minimal
Minimal

Noise
Severe
Medium

Q
84
88

the background region in the ?rst volume and the noise
level from the background region in the second volume;

Mtntmat

Medlemte

92

Minimal

Minimal

96.

and
means for assigning a Q value indicative of the quality of 10
18. A system for validating an alignment of a ?rst and
the alignment based on the distorted alignment category
second volume of data obtained during a medical imaging
and on the average noise level.
procedure, comprising:
16. The system as Claimed in Claim 15, further comprising
a processor for selecting one or more points in the ?rst
determining a Q value for a plurality of pairs of volumes.
volume and one or more points in the second volume;

17- A method for vahdattng an atlgnmem 0_f 2‘ ?rst and 15

a processor for determining an average distance betWeen

Seeend Volume 0t eata Obtalned dunng a medleal lmaglng

the one or more points in the ?rst volume and the one or

Preeedure, eempnslng the Steps of?

more points in the second volume;

Seleetlng ehe 0t mete PelntS 1n the ?rst Volume and one or
more points in the second volume;
detertmntng an average dlstanee between the one Oh mete 20
points in the ?rst volume and the one or more points in

the seeehd vehhhe;_

indicative of a quality of the alignment based on the

detehhththg a dtstertteh eategery based Oh the average
dtstahee;

a processor for determining a distortion category based on
the average distance;
a processor for determining a noise level from a back
ground region in the ?rst Vehtme and assigning a Q Value

_

_

distortion category and on the noise level, and Wherein

_

the distortion category is based on the average distance as

detehhththg a hetse 1et/e1 hem a haekgteuhd regteh th the 25

folloWs: if the average distance is betWeen 12 and 16, the

?rst _Vehhhe ahd asstghthg a Q Value ththeattve of a
quahty efthe ehghtheht based Oh the dtstertteh eategery

distorted alignment category is Severe; if the average
distance is betWeen 8 and 12, the distortion category is

and Oh the hetse teveti the eteps hethg eathed out by a
preeesser fer thetheet hhagthg’ ahd Whereth _

Medium; if the average distance is betWeen 4 and 8, the
distortion category is Moderate; if the average distance

the distortion category is based on the average distance as 30

is between 0 and 4 the distortion Category is Minimal

folloWs: if the average distance is betWeen 12 and 16, the

wherein the noise level is Categorized as Severe

dtstettett ahghtheht Category ts Set/ere; _tf the average

Medium, Moderate or Minimal, and the Q value is deter

distance is betWeen 8 and 12, the distortion category is
Medium; if the average distance is betWeen 4 and 8, the
distortion category is Moderate; if the average distance 35

mined in accordance With the following table:

is betWeen 0 and 4, the distortion category is Minimal,
Wherein the noise level is categoriZed as Severe,

Distortion

Noise

Q

Medium, Moderate or Minimal, and the Q value is deter
.

.

.

.

mined in accordance With the folloWing table:
40

Distortion
Severe
Severe
Severe
Severe
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate

Noise
Severe
Medium
Moderate
Minimal
Severe
Medium
Moderate
Minimal
Severe
Medium
Moderate
Minimal

Q
48
52
56
60
60
64
68
72
72
76
80
84

45

50

Severe

Severe

48

Severe

Medium

52

S evere

Moderate

56

Severe
Medium

Minimal
Severe

60
60

Medium

Medium

64

Medium
Medium
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Minimal
Minimal
Minimal
Minimal

Moderate
Minimal
Severe
Medium
Moderate
Minimal
Severe
Medium
Moderate
Minimal

68
72
72
76
80
84
84
88
92
96.

